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AUV R&D in JAMSTEC
Since 2000, JAMSTEC has been operating,  

Ocean-going autonomous underwater vehicle.

It had used developing key technologies as below until 2005:

 1. Energy Storage (long range cruising)

1) Secondary battery (Oil compensated Lithum-ion)

2) PEM Fuel Cell & Metal Hydride (Hydrogen Storage)

 2. Underwater precise positioning & navigation

1) Inertial Navigation System

combined with Dop. Vel. Log..

2) Underwater Reference assisted

by super-short base line system 



General Arrangement of Engineering Phase

• Hydrogen Housing

• Pressure Housing

• Fuel Cell Housing

• O2 High Pressure Bottle

• Large Payload Space

• Sidescan Sonar

• Multibeam echo sounder

• Sub-bottom profiler

• CPU for these devices.FC components are Removed

New System are Equipped.



Specifications; ・ Length;10.0 m, Width;1.3m, Weight; 8 tons in air

・120 kHz Sidescan sonar

Swath width：8 times of 
altitude

・ 400 kHz Multi beam echo 
sounder
Swath width：4 times of 
altitude

・1-6 kHz Chirp sub-bottom 
profiler.

・ Inertial Navigation 
System(INS + DVL)

Site survey by using AUV Urashima

AUV started positive participation for IODP scientific program 

for practical operational phase from 2007.



Mineral resource  deposits around Japan

 Ministry of  Education, Culture, 

Sports Sci. and Tech.-Japan made 

fund developing cutting-edge 

sensors to estimate deposit since 

2010 to 2017.

 Mineral resources are known at 

Okinawa trough and Izu-

ogasawara down to 1500m deep 

hydrothermal area.

 Prototype sensors are heavy and 

large, need enough payload space 

and electric energy supply.



JAMSTEC added 

components inside to 

deliver power and 

communication to 

support sea trials of 

precision gravimeter 

(2011 ~) and synthetic 

aperture sonar (2013 ~) .

R&D of new sensing devices for mineral deposits 

The goal for AUV is to 

be cruising slowly,

steady motion and 

approaching to up and 

down complex shape 

seabed closely !

Earthquake Research Inst. Univ. of  Tokyo

Precision Gravimeter

Inst. of Industrial Science, Uni. of  Tokyo

Synthetic Aperture Sonar



The acoustic window in front of vehicle was sometimes 

damaged by the crash to seafloor. 

Operators had more work for repair.

Objective : How to prevent collision in up & down complex 

geographical features around hydrothermal area ?

This goal looked initially to training and exercises 

of operators….



Demand of successful sea trials of new sensor side,

Move slowly, Stable motion, Close to complex seafloor, Caldera wall…

Operators always monitor actual vehicle motion carefully on displays, 

collision avoidance has been done by changing target depth or altitude 

programmed in the vehicle thru acoustic telemetry.

Operators feel stress during trials.

We made integrated information screen includes forward looking 

sonar and known topographic data for AUV operators.



What is integrated information?
 Fact

Since feed back control always has some delay.

Operators watch actual motion, send command if needed.

But  limitation exists to avoid collision at updown complex shaped 

seafloor.

 Measures

Considering some new ways to support operators. 

We proposed two method below ; 

Suggestion 1：Actively utilize forward looking sonar.

Suggestion 2： Visualize seafloor profile forward 

of the AUV in real time.

 ⇒We realized two methods, and applied to operation 

by collecting them as integrated information.



Many Obstacle Avoidance System Before & Now

Acoustical TV with Lens

4 acoustic beam 

information by DVL

Mutlibeam

echo sounder, 

has capable 

high pressure 

environment 

at deep sea.

Two dimension Array

One dimensional Array



Multi Beam Echo Sounder is mounted vertical directivity in the front 

to obtain seafloor profile along to cruising direction.

Multibeam forward looking sonar

Frequency 90kHz

Range 800m

Tx Directivity 13.5°x 90°

Rx Directivity 13.5°x 0.7°

Beam numbers 128

Max. Depth 6,000m

Multibeam echo sounder

(SM2000 Kongsberg)



Suggestion １：Image of multibeam forward looking sonar 

128 fixed angle beams look from the forward to the foot.
Autonomous avoidance is to be challenging…

front beam (eye) is effective

looking steep cliff

Obliquely forward beams

detect seafloor slope. 



Suggestion １：An example of BS strength waveforms

Assuming each beam detects seafloor at the highest backscatter strength. 
We can get the range to each fixed angle beam bottom.
In this case,                                (horizontal axis: 1000 samples = 395 m).

Ch.1    ：Front ⇒ No obstacle (seafloor), but maximum is near 0.
Ch.64  ：Downward 45°⇒ Detect seafloor at 450 sample (180m).
Ch.128: Bottom 90° ⇒ Detect seafloor at 300 sample (120m).

45 ° downward :

detects seafloor

Forward: finds nothing

Foot : detects seafloor



Suggestion １：Imaging seafloor by MBFLS

As sonar head is reference point, 128 beam measures every range 
up to the seafloor determined by each angle. 
Each beam angle is known, we can image forward seafloor profile. 

Sonar 

Forward range 

A
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By front beam

are erroneous detection.

Obliquely forward beams

detect real seafloor. 

The sea floor can be extracted by 

plotting relation between the 

beam angle and detected range.



Consideration about Sonar data process

In a simple analysis method, erroneous detection increases at complex 

seafloor shape….

 In the sea floor detection, the maximum amplitude of the received 

signal was used. 

 For the 128 detection data, the seafloor can be visually distinguished, 

but a something that can be automatically determined to prevent 

false detection is necessary.

・ Immerse the sea floor detection by human visual recognition.

・ The method is simple and can eliminate erroneous detection

from 128 reflection points.

 We are trying artificial intelligence algorithm (Support Vector 

Machine) to construct a discrimination method of the seafloor.



Chikyu site survey plan：

3.2km(W-E) 1km(N-S)

• Seafloor chart was made by Multi Beam echo sounder equipped 

onboard a research vessel “Yokosuka” before AUV survey. 

• Create AUV Survey Plan, for further safety check the profile of 

the planned survey route from the MBES data.

Survey plan： 180m relative height

○Survey at 100m altitude.

Before Suggestion 2

• We can use these profiles to support operation in real time.



 The image shows seafloor profile and AUV depth, as far to 450 m 

forward, estimate up to 5 minutes ahead at 1.5m/s (3kn).

Suggestion ２：Support for operation by The Profile

Horizontal axis 50m/div

AUV depth

Seafloor profile

 Operator can estimate AUV altitude near future, if  altitude will be 

not enough for safety, send command for smooth AUV motion. 

 The burden on the operator was greatly relaxed.

Current position 

can be obtained 

from AUV thru 

acoustic telemetry.

It is set as Origin.



Suggestion １＋２：
Integrated visualized image for operation

 AUV sends the seafloor data 

detected by Sonar and current 

position to the support vessel

Profile by the grid data

Detected seafloor point 

by the sonar

line obtained by 

approximation

of sonar data
 Profile is made by AUV position.

(yellow line)

 Seafloor profiles by the sonar 128 

points. (orange excluding err.)

 Two profiles are superpositioned, 

and is updated, every few seconds.



Suggestion １＋２：
Integrated visualized image for operation

Profile by the grid data

Detected seafloor point 

by the sonar

line obtained by 

approximation

of sonar data

 As a result, the visualization 

becomes stronger and operator's 

stress will  relax..

 The operator can respond with a 

margin to avoid collision against 

the seafloor.

 The attitude (motion) change of the 

AUV was made stable and gave 

good results for precise gravimeter 

measuring results.

 Objective was completed !



Front sonar 

profile
Grid data 

prfile

Multi beam profile

Along track
Cross track

Current position
Altitude

Gravimeter status

Finalized 

support 

screen for 

operation


